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Abstract 
Fluid transport in pores of molecular dimension is frequently encountered in vanous 
apphcations such as chromatography, oil recovery, gas storage, membrane separaQon 
technologies and catalytic chemcal reactions. Under nanoscde confinement, interac- 
tions of the fluid molecules with the pore walls alter the structural as well as dynamc 
propert~es of the confined Auld in cornpanson to bulk flu~ds. Confined flurd behaviour 
has been studied in nanopores such as zeolites and graphmc sht pores Carbon nan- 
otubes (CNTs) with the~r hollow cyllndncal shape and large surface area are potentla1 
candidates for novel gas storage dev~ces and membrane separation technologies In 
t h ~ s  thesls we are concerned with obtsumng an understandmg of dynarmcs of fluids 
confined in CNTs 
Although molecular dynamcs (MD) simulaQons have been used to obtan time 
correlation functions and transport properties of confined fluids, there have been rel- 
atively few attempts to model the dynarmcs and veloclty auto correlahon function 
(VACF) of confined fluids Most of the theoretxcal approaches have been successful 
for the short brne dynarnlcs of the fluid These Include methods based on short tlme 
expansions, memory kernel methods and those based on instantaneous normal modes 
The intermdate and long time dynamcs where collectwe effects are important have 
been approached using mode coupling theones 
In t h s  thesis we have modelled the power spectrum of VACF also known as the 
density of states for Argon confined In a single wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) over 
a range of pore densities and temperatures. T h ~ s  approach directly yields the VACF 
and self-Wsivlty of the confined fluid The method tested in tlus thesls is based 
on a recent model for the power spectrum involving gamma Istnbut~ons, where the 
gamma model was shown to yield excellent results for the dynarmcs of bulk liquids 
and fluids confined in slit shaped pores The inputs Into the model are the frequency 
moments. 
Our study inhcates that the method is able to capture the dormnant features in the 
power spectrum as a hnction of density and temperature in SWNT (16,16) In general 
the model is seen to predict qualitative trends in the self-diffusivity as a funcoon of 
pore density and temperature for all the state points investigated 
The last Chapter in thls thesis is concerned with transport of muctures in carbon 
nanotubes, where we investrgate the confnbutlon of dismct diffusiwty to the overall 
mutual diffusivlty in the rmxtures In the frame work of equihbnurn MD simulat~ons, 
the mutual diffusiv~ty Dll contans contnbuhons from the self dffisivity D, and the 
distmct diffusivity Dd 
Dl1 = D, + Dd 
Ds has contnbuQon from the VACFs of the individual species The disbnct &ffusivity 
Dd on the other hand has contnbuhon from the velocity cross correlabon funchons 
Dd can be either negatlve or posiove In order to asses the contnbution of Dd In DI1 
relative to self-difEusivity Ds, a ratio R is defined as 
For rmxtures with a value of R close to unity, the contnbutron from Dd is small 
relatlve to the contnbution from D, The rabo R have been evaluated in the barycentnc 
reference frame for three different binary rmxtures The first one (MI) represent an 
Ar-Kr m t u r e .  The second mxture (M2) corresponds to Ar-Xe and the thrd rmxture 
(M3) has sirmlar energy and mass ratios as the Ar-Xe rmxture with p = 1, where 
p = azz/all, 011 and 022 are the Lennard-Jones diameters of the species-1 and 2 in 
rmxture 
From the values of R obtaned in tbs  study, it is clear that R is close to uruty for all 
the rmxtures exarmned A s~rmlar conclusion was reached in an earlier study of rare 
gas rmxtures m sht graphte pores A knowledge of the magmtude of Dd relative to Ds 
a s  reflected in the rabo R facihtates evaluaang the transport flux for confined rmxtures 
If Dd is small as Illustrated in tlxs and earher studies, mutual &fisivihes can easlly 
be evaluated with a knowledge of the self-dxffisiwfies. Since seIfdiffusivl~es can be 
obtaned accurately from equilibrium molecular dynamics sirnula~ons, tune Intensive 
non-equilibrium sirnulahons can be avoided to compute the mutual diffusivlty 
